Hypoxia is an aspect of the tumor microenvironment that is linked to radiation and chemotherapy resistance, metastasis, and poor prognosis. The ability of hypoxic tumor cells to achieve these cancer hallmarks is, in part, due to changes in their gene expression profiles. Cancer cells have a high demand for protein synthesis, and translational control is subsequently deregulated. Various mechanisms of translation initiation are active to improve the translation efficiency of select transcripts to drive cancer progression. This review will focus on a noncanonical cap-dependent translation initiation mechanism that utilizes the eIF4E homolog eIF4E2, a hypoxia-activated cap-binding protein that is implicated in hypoxic cancer cell migration, invasion, and tumor growth in mouse xenografts. A historical perspective about eIF4E2 and its various aliases will be provided followed by an evaluation of potential therapeutic strategies. The recent successes of disabling canonical translation and eIF4E with drugs should highlight the novel therapeutic potential of targeting the homologous eIF4E2 in the treatment of hypoxic solid tumors.
Introduction
The initiation step of protein synthesis is a focal point of translational control (reviewed in [1] ). The mammalian target of rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1) is a master regulator of this process and senses several external stimuli such as nutrients and oxygen to control cell proliferation [2, 3] . The first step of translation involves the binding of the heterotrimeric eukaryotic initiation factor 4F (eIF4F) complex to the 5 ′ cap of mRNA. Specifically, it is eIF4E that is the cap-binding component of eIF4F (reviewed in [4] ). The mTORC1 regulates the first step of translation by phosphorylating and inactivating the inhibitor of eIF4E, 4E-binding protein (4EBP), under normal conditions [5] [6] [7] . When oxygen is low, for example, the kinase activity of mTORC1 is repressed and 4EBP binds to and sequesters eIF4E [8] [9] [10] . Several cap-independent mechanisms exist to translate key mRNAs required to overcome a specific stress such as internal ribosomal entry sites (IRES) [11, 12] and upstream open reading frames (uORFs) [13, 14] . It is important to note that the "who's who" of cancer-driving mutations occurs in upstream regulators of mTORC1 (e.g., Akt [15] , PTEN [16] , PI3K [17] , and Ras [18] ), which uncouple this master regulator from sensing nutrient and oxygen deprivation. This constitutively active mTORC1 causes eIF4E-driven translation to be hyperactive in most cancers and is currently a major target of cancer therapeutics (reviewed in [19] ). This literature review will focus on an alternative cap-dependent translation mechanism that utilizes the eIF4E homolog eIF4E2 [20] , a cap-binding protein that is part of a metastatic gene signature [21] and required for tumor growth in mouse xenografts [22] . This pathway is activated by hypoxia [23] , a characteristic of the microenvironment common to many solid tumors. A historical perspective about eIF4E2 will be provided followed by an evaluation of potential therapeutic strategies.
Translation Initiation
2.1. Canonical Translation Initiation. Eukaryotic translation efficiency is heavily reliant on posttranscriptional modifications to the mRNA at the 3′ end (poly(A)-tail) and at the 5′ end (7-methyl-guanosine triphosphate cap; m 7 GTP) [24, 25] . Canonical cap-dependent translation initiation begins with and can be regulated at two separate events. First, GTP-bound eIF2 binds to the initiator methionyl-tRNA (Met-tRNAi) and then to the 40S ribosomal subunit (reviewed in [4] ). The eIF1, eIF3, eIF5, and eIF5B associate followed by the formation of the 43S preinitiation complex (PIC). The other event is the binding of eIF4F onto the 5 ′ m 7 GTP cap of mRNA ( Figure 1(a) ). eIF4F is a heterotrimeric complex composed of the cap-binding protein eIF4E, the scaffold protein eIF4G, and the RNA helicase eIF4A. The assembly of this complex is the primary target of regulatory proteins such as the 4EBPs, as the cellular availability of eIF4E controls the switch between canonical cap-dependent translation and noncanonical cap-dependent translation or cap-independent mechanisms [26] (Figure 1 ).
Cap-Independent Translation Initiation.
Hypoxia results in a decreased rate of protein synthesis; yet, de novo proteins are still expressed despite the repression of eIF4F-mediated translation [23] . IRES sequences were first discovered in the Figure 1 : Model of canonical and noncanonical cap-dependent translation initiation. (a) Canonical cap-dependent translation mediated by eIF4E. Under normoxic conditions, the 4E-binding protein (4EBP) is phosphorylated by mTORC1 and repressed, allowing eIF4E to bind the 5′ cap of mRNA, eIF4G, and eIF4A forming the eIF4F complex to initiate translation. HIF-2α is degraded in the presence of oxygen and is unavailable to recruit eIF4E2 to the 5′ cap of transcripts containing RNA hypoxia response elements (rHREs) in their 3′ UTR. RBM4 is an RNA-binding protein that recognizes a motif in the rHRE and is essential for the translation of these transcripts in the presence of HIF-2α. (b) Under hypoxic conditions, HIF-2α is stabilized and interacts with RBM4 to recruit eIF4E2 to the 5′ cap of rHRE-containing transcripts independent of the poly(A)-tail. The eIF4E2 interacts with eIF4G3 and eIF4A to form a hypoxic eIF4F complex (eIF4F H ) to initiate the translation of rHRE-containing transcripts. The 4EBP is hypophosphorylated, binds to eIF4E, and blocks the eIF4G binding site to repress canonical cap-dependent translation. poliovirus and encephalomyocarditis virus RNA genomes [11, 27] , but a growing number of cellular IRES-containing transcripts are being identified with the potential to be translated via cap-independent mechanisms [12] . It is important to note, however, that the existence of cellular IREScontaining transcripts remains controversial due to the technical challenges associated with their detection (reviewed in [28, 29] ). Some classic examples of cellular IRES-containing transcripts are those encoding the mouse hypoxia-inducible factor-(HIF-) 1α [30] and vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) [31] . Both of these proteins are central to the cellular response to hypoxia: HIF-1α is the oxygen-regulated subunit of the HIF-1 heterodimer that mediates the transcriptional response to hypoxia, and VEGF plays a key role in blood vessel formation (angiogenesis). While it is possible for the IRES to independently interact with the 40S and 60S ribosomal subunits, canonical translation factors (e.g., eIF4A and eIF3) and IRES-transacting factors (ITAFs) are usually involved to enhance translation efficiency. To ensure selective translation of the appropriate transcript, many ITAFs are expressed in a tissue-specific manner (reviewed in [32] ). Importantly, IRES-mediated translation accounts for less than 1% of hypoxic protein synthesis [33] . This observation may have been, in part, explained through the identification of an alternative noncanonical cap-dependent translation machinery that is activated in hypoxic cells and mediated by the eIF4E homolog, eIF4E2 [23] .
eIF4E2
3.1. Discovery, Function, and Regulation. eIF4E2 (also known as 4E homologous protein (4EHP)) was first identified in a human fetal brain cDNA library as 30% identical and 60% similar to eIF4E [20] . In humans, the EIF4E2 gene is located on the long arm of chromosome 2 and its tissue distribution is ubiquitous albeit at 10-fold lower levels than eIF4E [34] . The peptide sequence of eIF4E2 is highly conserved with eIF4E in a core region, possessing two Trp ➔ Tyr (Trp43 and Trp56) substitutions within the eight evolutionarily conserved tryptophan residues of eIF4E. eIF4E2 facilitates 5 ′ cap binding via π-π stacking between the aromatic rings of Tyr78 and Trp124 at 100-fold lower affinity than eIF4E [35] . Structural analysis identified the reduced affinity of eIF4E2 for the 5 ′ cap resulted from mutation of Arg162 that forms a stabilizing hydrogen bond with the β-phosphate of the mRNA cap in eIF4E [20] . Additionally, eIF4E2 interacts weakly or not at all with 4EBP and eIF4G, respectively [20, 36] . Structural variation around the eIF4G/4E-BP docking sequence, (S/T)VXXFW, impairs the ability of these proteins to associate with eIF4E2. Therefore, due to its inability to bind eIF4G, eIF4E2 inhibits translation when bound to the 5′ cap. Some of the first studies describing the cellular function of eIF4E2 were performed in the developing Drosophila embryo. The Drosophila homolog of eIF4E2 (d4EHP) inhibits the anterior translation of maternal caudal mRNA [37] and represses belle mRNA translation in the ovary [38] . Translation repression of hunchback mRNA in the posterior of the embryo involves eIF4E2 [39] , but it is not obligatory [40] . In mice, eIF4E2 inhibits the translation of Hoxb4 mRNA in female germ cells [41] and acts as a translation repressor in a complex with GIGYF2 that is essential for normal development in mice [42, 43] . In humans, eIF4E2 also forms a complex with GIGYF2 and/or 4E-T to repress translation initiation [42, 44, 45] . Interestingly, while eIF4E2 binds to the transporter 4E-T, it does not require it to shuttle to the nucleus as does eIF4E suggesting a different role for eIF4E2 in the nucleus [46] . The E3 ubiquitin ligase HHARI interacts to polyubiquitylate eIF4E2, and the authors of this study speculate that this interaction may alter its cap-binding affinity [47] .
Several lines of evidence suggest that human eIF4E2 has a distinct cytoplasmic role in the stress response. During periods of arsenite or actinomycin D treatment, eIF4E2 is not sequestered to stress granules or P-bodies, respectively, like its homolog eIF4E [46] . During interferon, genotoxic stress, and pathogen infection, the ubiquitin-like molecule ISG15 is covalently added to eIF4E2 to increase its capbinding affinity [48] . In mice with defects in glycogen storage, EIF4E2 (named eIF4EL3 in this study) is one of 44 genes to significantly vary by more than 1.5-fold by increasing 1.57-fold. Conversely, in mice that hyperaccumulate glycogen, EIF4E2 levels decrease by 2.08-fold [49] . This suggests that eIF4E2 could have an inverse relationship with energy availability, although the biological significance has not been explored. When normal human fibroblasts experience microgravity stress during space flight in cell culture, EIF4E2 is one of 50 genes that are upregulated [50] . In mice given a 20 min treatment of forebrain ischemia, EIF4E2 is one of 25 genes in the hippocampus that display a greater than 3-fold transcriptional increase (6-fold) [51] . Finally, eIF4E2 is required for development, a process driven by hypoxia, as knockouts in both Drosophila [52] and mouse [42] are embryonic lethal. These data present a theme where eIF4E2 becomes available in the cytoplasm and increases in mRNA and protein abundance in response to various forms of stress.
In 2012, eIF4E2 was identified as an activator of translation initiation during periods of hypoxia [23] . This finding came from the observation of HIF-2α-dependent, but transcription-independent, hypoxic accumulation of the epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) [23] . HIF-2α was found to interact with RNA-binding motif 4 (RBM4) in the 3 ′ UTR of hundreds of transcripts containing RNA hypoxia response elements (rHREs) (Figure 1(b) ). The HIF-2α/RBM4 complex joins the 3 ′ UTR to the 5 ′ cap via eIF4E2, but not eIF4E, independent of the poly(A)-binding proteins [23] . The eIF4E2 interacts with eIF4A and eIF4G3 to form a hypoxic eIF4F (eIF4F H ) complex that increases translation efficiency independent of mRNA abundance [53] (Figure 1(b) ). Interestingly, the protein levels of eIF4E2, eIF4G3, and eIF4A do not change in hypoxia relative to normoxia [23, 53] suggesting that posttranslational modifications or compartmentalization may play a role in modifying their activities. On the other hand, HIF-2α is essential for eIF4E2 activity [23] . Therefore, HIF-2α could be the sole activator of eIF4E2 in hypoxia. Since eIF4E2 appears to play a role in the response to other stresses in several eukaryotes, as mentioned above, it is tempting to speculate that each stress induces unique activators of eIF4E2. However, the role of eIF4E2 in other stresses besides hypoxia has yet to be explored in humans. The eIF4E2 is a strong candidate for a general stress response translation factor that is independent of mTORC1 regulation due to the inability to bind, or weak binding, to 4EBP [20, 36] . Further investigation will be required to elucidate the mechanisms of translation initiation and regulation of eIF4F H activity.
Nomenclature and Conservation across Eukaryotes.
The protein encoded by the human EIF4E2 gene can be found in the literature under several aliases including 4E homologous protein (4EHP), 4E-like protein (4E-LP), eIF4EL3, and eIF4E2. This inconsistency in nomenclature for human eIF4E2 may have caused some delays or barriers in data dissemination because of the following: (1) One must know to search through the literature using all of the eIF4E2 aliases to gain access to all the available information. (2) Several studies misleadingly state or imply that eIF4E2 is part of the canonical translation initiation apparatus, especially those where the EIF4E2 gene that appears in a big data set under a different alias such as microarray or high-throughput sequencing [21, [49] [50] [51] 54] . The EIF4E2 gene is expressed as a divergent homolog of eIF4E in most eukaryotes. This review has already discussed reports of eIF4E2 function in mammals (humans and mice). In addition, several studies have reported functions for eIF4E2 in model organisms such as Drosophila melanogaster [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] 52 ], Caenorhabditis elegans [55] , Schizosaccharomyces pombe [56, 57] , and Arabidopsis thaliana [58] . In Drosophila, eIF4E2 is most commonly referred to as 4EHP and is involved in translation repression during the development of the embryo [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] 52] . In C. elegans, the eIF4E2 homolog is named IFE-4 and is involved in the translation initiation of a subset of mRNAs mostly required for egg laying [55] . In S. pombe, the eIF4E2 protein is part of the translation initiation machinery and is required to resist nutrient, salt, and temperature stress, and the eIF4E:eIF4E2 ratio shifts from 2 : 1 at low temperature (15°C) to 1 : 5 at high temperature (42°C) [56, 57] . Similar to human eIF4E2, S. pombe eIF4E2 binds very poorly to eIF4G (>100-fold less than eIF4E) [56] . In A. thaliana, the eIF4E2 homolog is named novel capbinding protein (nCBP) and it can initiate the translation of a subset of mRNAs [58] . Therefore, eIF4E2 appears to be conserved across eukaryotes and is often found to be involved in selective translation repression or activation during stress or development. Humans express a third member of the eIF4E family, eIF4E3, albeit with a much more limited tissue distribution [34] . The eIF4E3 binds m 7 GTP in an atypical manner [59] , marginally suppresses eIF4E-dependent translation in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma [60] , and is a tumor suppressor [59] . This review will not discuss eIF4E3 any further as there are much fewer studies relative to eIF4E and eIF4E2.
3.3. eIF4E2 in Cancer. The inconsistency in human eIF4E2 nomenclature has likely played a role in delaying the dissemination of its connection to cancer. In 2003, the metastatic potential of multiple tumor types could be predicted by a six-gene signature that contained EIF4E2 (named eIF4EL3 in this study) [21] . In 2011, an examination was performed to 105 patients with metastatic non-small-cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC) for single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that change the rate of overall survival during treatment with paclitaxel and carboplatin chemotherapeutics [54] . The SNP that produced the biggest effect was in individuals homozygous for an A ➔ G mutation in the third exon of EIF4E2. These individuals had a significantly lower rate of overall survival (p = 8 4 × 10 −8 , hazard ratio = 4.22 (confidence interval: 2.32-7.66)) of 7.7 months compared to 18 months for individuals who were heterozygous or homozygous for the A allele. Additionally, expression of EIF4E2 was found to be significantly increased in metastatic NSCLC tumors. However, the authors incorrectly stated in this study that the EIF4E2 gene encodes eIF4E. Finally, a detection method for disorders of the lung involving transcriptomic profiling was patented in 2005 that describes changes in EIF4E2 transcript levels (named eIF4EL3 in the patent) as a marker [61] .
It was not until the response of the eIF4E2 protein to hypoxia was described at the molecular level in 2012 [23] that studies began emerging examining its role in tumor growth. The connection to cancer progression was not surprising considering the identity of the eIF4E2 mRNA targets identified through PAR-CLIP [23] . Dozens of eIF4E2 mRNA targets have strong ties to cancer such as a group of receptor tyrosine kinases including EGFR, platelet-derived growth factor receptor-alpha, insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor, and HER-2, which most cancers overexpress at least one. In 2014, several cancer cell lines stably depleted for eIF4E2 (U87MG glioblastoma, 786-O renal cell carcinoma, and HCT116 colorectal carcinoma) displayed impaired proliferation and increased apoptosis only in hypoxia [22] . Moreover, eIF4E2-depleted xenografts in mice displayed significantly less growth than controls. The eIF4E2 was shown to participate in active translation in hypoxic mouse xenografts, and the growth of established tumors in mice could be halted or reversed by treatment with shRNA targeting EIF4E2 [22] . In 2017, CDH22 mRNA was identified as a hypoxic eIF4E2 target that encodes cadherin-22, a cell-cell adhesion molecule providing cancer cells with collective migratory and invasive properties specifically in hypoxia [62] . Furthermore, CDH22 expression colocalized with hypoxic regions in human glioma and breast cancer patient tumor specimens and high protein levels significantly correlated with tumor size, cancer stage, and progression-free survival [62] . Thus, proteins synthesized via eIF4E2 offer the possibility of being prognostic markers of hypoxia in cancer patients and eIF4E2, an attractive therapeutic target to disable the adaptation of cells to the hypoxic tumor microenvironment.
Hypoxia
4.1. Hypoxia Inducible Factors. HIFs are the master regulators of the transcriptional response to hypoxia in the cell. These heterodimeric transcription factors are strongly tied to cancer progression and consist of an oxygen-regulated α-subunit (HIF-1α or HIF-2α) and a constitutively expressed β-subunit (HIF-1β) (reviewed in [63, 64] ). The stabilization of both HIFs leads to angiogenesis, metabolic reprogramming, immortalization, evasion of apoptosis, migration and invasion, generation of cancer stem cells, and chemo-and radiotherapy resistance. While there is overlap in HIF-1α and HIF-2α structure and function [65, 66] , these two α-subunits can have distinct roles in the cell. HIF-1α and HIF-2α share most of their transcription targets but have been shown to bind to distinct targets as well [67] . Interestingly, HIF-α homologs display unexpected suppressive interactions, with enhanced expression of HIF-2α suppressing HIF-1α and vice versa [67] . The α-subunits also display temporal differences in their expression. Analysis of neuroblastoma cell lines showed that HIF-1α protein levels peak within 2 h of hypoxic exposure and then steadily decreased [68] . In contrast, HIF-2α protein expression peaks and remains constant at ≥24 h of hypoxia and is more abundant than HIF-1α under physiological oxygen conditions (37 mmHg or 5% O 2 ) [68] . In vivo, HIF-1α is expressed in all mammalian tissues and cell types [69] , and HIF-2α expression was initially characterized as restricted to specific cell types, including developing blood vessels and the lung [70] . However, exposure of rats to hypoxia causes HIF-2α to accumulate in all organs investigated, including the brain, heart, lung, kidney, liver, pancreas, and intestine [71] . Therefore, HIF-1α is likely involved in acute responses to in vitro hypoxia and HIF-2α with chronic hypoxia. It is important to note that in vivo, HIF-1α is expressed in chronically hypoxic tumor regions, which could be partly due to genetic events or oxygen-independent stabilization by several stimuli present in the tumor microenvironment (reviewed in [72] ).
The HIF-α-subunits each have nontranscriptional roles in the cell independent of interactions with HIF-1β. HIF-1α inhibits firing of replication origins, decreases DNA replication, and induces cell cycle arrest in various cell types through binding to Cdc6 [73] . HIF-2α binds to RBM4 in the 3 ′ UTR rHRE of select transcripts as part of the eIF4E2-directed hypoxic translation machinery (Figure 1(b) ), while HIF-1α does not play a role in this process [23] . There had been previous reports of HIF-2α, not HIF-1α, becoming trapped in the cytoplasm upon chronic hypoxic exposure [74, 75] , which is consistent with a role in translation. It is important to note that HIF-2α does not preferentially bind to mRNAs that are induced by HIF-dependent transcription [23] . This suggests that transcription and translation are distinct layers of regulation for the hypoxic gene expression response.
Hypoxic Regulation of Translation Initiation.
Regulatory proteins are in place to regulate translation initiation by disrupting either the assembly/loading of the PIC complex or the assembly/cap-binding activity of eIF4F (introduced in section 2.1). These two modes of regulation occur as a biphasic response to hypoxia (acute and chronic) mediated through two distinct pathways. Under endoplasmic reticulum stress induced by acute hypoxic conditions, the kinase PERK phosphorylates eIF2α preventing its association with Met-tRNAi and loading of the PIC, thus repressing canonical cap-dependent translation (reviewed in [76] ). However, under chronic hypoxia, eIF2α begins to dephosphorylate and a second pathway emerges to maintain translation repression through disruption of eIF4F and sequestration of eIF4E in the cytoplasm by the 4EBPs and in the nucleus by the transporter 4E-T [77] . During chronic hypoxia, mTORC1 is impaired in its ability to phosphorylate the 4EBPs, which allows them to bind to eIF4E using a similar binding motif as eIF4G (YxxxxLϕ) (reviewed in [4, 78] ). The binding of the 4E-BPs will not interfere with eIF4E cap-binding ability but will inhibit eIF4G association and canonical cap-dependent mRNA translation (Figure 1) . Under chronic hypoxic exposure, cells also induce the expression of REDD1, which decreases the phosphorylation of ribosomal S6 kinase, another mTORC1 phosphotarget, indicating that REDD1 is involved in regulating mTORC1 during hypoxia. Likewise, the presence of the tuberous sclerosis complex heterodimer, which is necessary for downregulating mTORC1 activity, is induced by REDD1 activity in response to hypoxia [9] . In normal cells under chronic hypoxia, the ability to load the PIC is regained through dephosphorylation of eIF2α (reviewed in [76] ). Repression of eIF4E allows for mTORC1-independent mechanisms to take over, such as noncanonical cap-dependent translation (eIF4E2 driven) or cap-independent processes. It is important to note that hypoxic regulation of translation is uncoupled in cancer [79] due to the frequently mutated upstream regulators of mTORC1 (e.g., Akt [15] , PTEN [16] , PI3K [17] , and Ras [18] ). Constitutively active mTORC1 causes eIF4E-driven translation to be hyperactive in most cancers and is currently a major target of cancer therapeutics (reviewed in [19] ). However, evidence suggests eIF4E2 as a significant contributor for cancer cells to display various cancer hallmarks, for tumor growth, and as a possible predictor of metastasis and poor outcome [21, 22, 54, 62] . Targeting eIF4E2 relative to eIF4E has the potential to be more selective for malignant cells (hypoxic tumor cells) subsequently leading to lower toxicity.
Targeting eIF4F and eIF4F H in Cancer
It is evident that an increase in eIF4E activity is oncogenic due to the many ways this is achieved in cancer cells such as gene duplication, increased EIF4E transcription, and increased eIF4E availability due to constitutive mTORC1 activation (reviewed in [80] ). Phosphorylation of eIF4E via Mnk1 increases its activity [81] , and this event is common in various cancers to drive their progression [82] [83] [84] . Several therapeutic strategies have been developed that either interfere with mTORC1 or eIF4E (reviewed in [19] ). Rapamycin and several analogs are specific inhibitors of mTORC1 that have been extensively used in the clinic or in clinical trials but have shown a lower than expected efficacy [85] . More potent inhibitors of mTORC1 have been developed, such as asTORi [85] , but many tumors have displayed resistance through a high eIF4E/4EBP ratio [86] or a switch to mTORC1-independent translation [87] (Figure 2(a) ). Inhibitors that degrade Mnk1 kinase and prevent eIF4E phosphorylation have shown promise in breast cancer cell lines [88] ( Figure 2(a) ). Many efforts are ongoing to directly target eIF4E or the assembly of the eIF4F complex in various preclinical and clinical trials (reviewed in [19] ). The most promising therapeutics includes eIF4E suppression via (a) Rapamycin and asTORi inhibit mTORC1, allowing hypophosphorylated 4E-binding protein (4EBP) to block the eukaryotic initiation factor 4E (eIF4E) binding site from eIF4G. Inhibitors that degrade Mnk1 kinase prevent eIF4E phosphorylation, which reduces tumor growth. The most promising therapeutics includes eIF4E suppression via antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs) and disrupting the eIF4E-eIF4G interaction with drugs such as 4EGI-1. Inhibiting the eIF4A RNA helicase has displayed high preclinical potency, especially silvestrol, in mouse models of tumor progression. (b) Current evidence demonstrates that suppression of eIF4E2 via lentiviral-delivered shRNAs is effective at stalling or reversing tumor growth in mouse xenografts of several different cancer cell lines. Drugs used to target eIF4F such as 4EGI-1 and silvestrol could potentially also inhibit eIF4F H through blocking the eIF4E2-eIF4G3 interaction or inhibiting eIF4A, respectively. (c) The 3′ UTR RNA hypoxia response element (rHRE) that is found in eIF4E2-dependent transcripts could be exploited as a hypoxia-inducible RNA sequence. The rHRE would repress synthesis until the therapeutic RNA reaches the hypoxic tumor cells. This would be especially useful when paired with a suicide gene, for example.
antisense oligonucleotides [89, 90] and disrupting the eIF4E-eIF4G interaction with drugs such as 4EGI-1 [91, 92] (Figure 2(a) ). Targeting translation has the same rationale as the classic target of cancer therapeutics and cell proliferation: cancer cells proliferate more, therefore requiring more mRNA translation. However, proliferation and translation are fundamental processes that normal healthy cells utilize. The dosage for therapeutics targeting these pathways must be carefully considered as there could be a fine line between killing a cancer cell and a healthy cell. Targeting eIF4E2-driven translation could be more selective to cancer cells, or at least hypoxic tumor cells, rather than healthy cells because chronic hypoxia is associated with disease.
Development of therapeutics targeting eIF4E2 is in their infancy as this cap-binding protein has only recently been linked to tumor growth and its mechanisms of initiation and regulation are only beginning to be elucidated. Current evidence demonstrates that suppression of eIF4E2 via lentiviral-delivered shRNAs is effective at stalling or reversing tumor growth in mouse xenografts of several different cancer cell lines [22] (Figure 2(b) ). Importantly, oxygenated cells are unaffected while hypoxic cells display widespread cell death. It will be a priority that interventions targeting eIF4E2 hit the metastatic and/or progressive phenotype, and not just cancer cells. Therefore, while eIF4E2 is involved in tumor growth [22] and several cancer cell hallmarks in vitro [22, 62] , future studies should aim to more tightly link eIF4E2 to high-risk, metastatic cancer disease.
The eIF4E2 is part of the eIF4F H complex that includes an eIF4G homolog, eIF4G3 [53] . Therefore, effective strategies that disrupt eIF4E-eIF4G interactions could be employed in a similar fashion with eIF4E2-eIF4G3 (Figure 2(b) ). Interestingly, eIF4A is also part of eIF4F H , and drugs inhibiting this RNA helicase have displayed high preclinical potency, especially silvestrol, in mouse models of tumor progression [93] . Part of the reason that this drug is so effective could be that it disrupts both eIF4E-and eIF4E2-dependent translations (Figure 2(b) ). Because of the high sequence homology between EIF4E and EIF4E2, some posttranslational regulatory pathways could be shared and therapeutically exploited such as phosphorylation.
Besides disrupting eIF4E2 activity or complex formation, the 3′ UTR rHRE that is found in eIF4E2-dependent transcripts could be exploited as a hypoxia-inducible RNA sequence. The hypoxia response elements found within the promoters of HIF target genes have been used in gene therapy for cancer treatment [94, 95] , but RNA has emerged as an attractive source of gene products in place of DNA [96] . mRNA has several advantages including a lack of requirement for nuclear entry, which poses a barrier to plasmid DNA delivery, especially in nondividing or slowly dividing hypoxic cells. mRNA also has a negligible chance of integrating into the host genome avoiding aberrant transcription of oncogenes. A major limitation of gene therapy is selective expression, and an rHRE fusion could achieve this. There is also evidence that the rHRE is not only strictly an activator of hypoxic translation but also a repressor of translation in oxygenated conditions [23] . Therefore, the rHRE could repress synthesis until the therapeutic RNA reaches the hypoxic tumor region. This would be especially useful when paired with a suicide gene, for example (Figure 2(c) ). Whether developing a small molecule inhibitor of eIF4E2 or an rHRE-RNA fusion, targeting hypoxia has its challenges such as accessing hypoxic areas that are remote from blood vessels and impaired uptake in hypoxic cells (reviewed in [97] ). Constant improvements are being made in nanomedicine and drug design to generate tumor-reaching vehicles [98] and hypoxia-activated bioreductive prodrugs (reviewed in [97] ), respectively.
Physioxia
Another important factor to consider when investigating cellular responses to hypoxia and targeting them with drugs is physiological oxygen levels (physioxia). The partial oxygen pressure within various human organs in vivo is much lower than it is in the atmosphere [99, 100] . By the time oxygen enters the lungs and is distributed throughout the various tissues, its availability is well below 21% (160 mmHg). Each tissue has its own "normoxia," and for this reason, the term "physioxia" is used to more effectively describe the in vivo partial oxygen pressure. The mean partial pressure of oxygen range reported by Carreau et al. is 29.2 ± 1.8 mmHg in the muscle to 72 ± 20 mmHg in the kidney (or the equivalent of 3.8 ± 0.2% O 2 to 9.5 ± 2.6% O 2 ) [99] . The oxygen within cells and organelles could be even lower due to consumption rates. In human cell culture, measures are taken to control the cellular environment to better reflect physiological conditions such as temperature and pH. Oxygen is a surprisingly neglected variable as cells are routinely cultured in ambient air (21% O 2 ). Furthermore, it is important to consider that 24 h is required for the dissolved oxygen in culture media to equilibrate with the ambient air [101] . Therefore, cell culture studies in low oxygen incubators should be performed after a 24 h exposure of either the cells or the media alone (before adding it to the cells) to the new oxygen environment.
HIF-2α, but not HIF-1α, is stabilized under chronic 5% O 2 [68] , which overlaps with the mean tissue oxygenation of several organs. Indeed, HIF-2α activates eIF4E2-directed translation in several primary cell lines at oxygen levels as high as 5-8% O 2 evidenced by eIF4E2 and rHRE-containing transcripts associated with polysomes [102] (Figure 3) . The eIF4E and some of its most dependent transcripts (e.g., TOP-containing mRNAs [103] ) are associated with polysomes at oxygen levels as low as 1-3% O 2 in primary cells [102] . This suggests that eIF4E2 is actively participating in translation in the low range of physioxia, while eIF4E is active throughout the entire range. Moreover, this provides the intriguing possibility that there is a window within the physiological range of oxygen availability where both eIF4E and eIF4E2 are contributing to the cellular proteome through interactions with distinct mRNAs. Cancer cells displayed a shifted window of dual eIF4E and eIF4E2 usage (3-12% O 2 ) suggesting that eIF4E2 is activated and eIF4E is sequestered at higher oxygen levels relative to primary cells [102] . Perhaps during gradual tumor hypoxification, there is selective pressure on hypoxic cells to repress eIF4E-dependent translation early and activate eIF4E2 early. Indeed, studies have shown that overexpressing eIF4E selectively disables hypoxic tumor cells [104] and eIF4E2 mRNA targets are enriched in cancer-driving genes [22, 23, 53, 62, 102] .
The implications of the above studies are twofold. First, eIF4E2-dependent translation may be important in the normal physiology of human tissues with mean partial oxygen pressures in the low range of physioxia such as the brain and muscle. Several classic and modern cancer therapeutics target essential processes such as cell proliferation and protein synthesis, but eIF4E2 initially emerged as a potential drug target that could be more selective to cancer cells. Therefore, the possibility that small molecule targeting of eIF4E2 and fusing rHRE sequences to suicide genes are toxic to at least some tissues must be noted. Second, if a fundamental process like protein synthesis is differentially regulated in physioxia relative to the common cell culture condition of normoxia (21% O 2 ), then perhaps, cancer therapeutics in general should be tested in conditions of lower oxygen.
Conclusions
We present a summary of evidence leading to the discovery and ongoing characterization of noncanonical capdependent hypoxic translation and its involvement in tumor growth. This review consolidates studies using several different eIF4E2 aliases to highlight that it is conserved across eukaryotes and could have a role in advanced cancer stage in humans. The role of eIF4E2 in various model organisms suggests that it participates in the general stress response with perhaps stress-specific activators. In human cells, eIF4E2 is part of a hypoxic eIF4F complex (eIF4F H ) with eIF4G3 and eIF4A that increases the translation efficiency of mRNAs irrespective of their abundance. However, further efforts are needed to fully elucidate the mechanism of initiation through interactions with either canonical initiation factors or their homologs and to more tightly link eIF4E2 to high-risk, metastatic cancer disease. The recent successes of disabling canonical translation and eIF4E with drugs should highlight the novel therapeutic potential of targeting the homologous eIF4E2 in the treatment of hypoxic solid tumors.
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The work in James Uniacke' Figure 3: Both eIF4E-and eIF4E2-dependent translation initiations are active in the range of human physiological tissue oxygenation. The mean partial pressure of oxygen in human tissues (physioxia) ranges from 29.2 ± 1.8 mmHg in the muscle to 72 ± 20 mmHg in the kidney (or the equivalent of 3.8 ± 0.2% O 2 to 9.5 ± 2.6% O 2 ). The ability of mTORC1 to phosphorylate and inactivate the eIF4E repressor 4EBP decreases significantly between 1 and 3% O 2 . This allows eIF4E-dependent translation to remain active between 1 and 21% O 2 . Furthermore, the eIF4E2 hypoxic activator HIF-2α is stabilized below 8% O 2 , allowing eIF4E2-dependent translation to be active in the low to midrange of human physioxia. Therefore, there is a window during physiological tissue oxygenation where eIF4E and eIF4E2 are cooperating to produce the cellular proteome. It is important to note that to achieve the indicated oxygen concentrations in cell culture media, 24 h is required for the dissolved oxygen to equilibrate with the ambient air.
